bring about essentiality; however, it is insufficient to ionize (forcing charged particles, for instance, electrons).
conceivable impacts being antagonistic versatile telephony [2] . Radiation is the downloading of energy from any source. The X-ray is the great sign of radiation still light originating in the sun and heat is always moving our bodies sharp. Radiation comes across a range of high energy "of high energy" low-energy radiation "low energy" radiation. It is suggested in the same way as a measure of electromagnetic radiation and gamma radiation are radiation representing high energy [2, 3] , that the times have enough vitality to force an electron from (ionize) an atom. This can harm the DNA inside of cells, which can perceive progress. RF radiation is at the low end of the electromagnetic imperative accomplished and is a sort of non-ionizing radiation. Non-ionizing radiation is adequate to move the particles in an atom that vibrate around or bring about essentiality; however, it is insufficient to ionize (forcing charged particles, for instance, electrons).
RF radiation has a greater centrality to a remarkable degree under electromagnetic radiation, the essentiality even lower than some distinct genres of non-ionizing radiation in the same course as recognizable and infrared light.
Ionizing radiation primarily has a higher energy [4] . On the off chance that radio frequencies are ingested in sufficient gigantic added by materials containing water, for that matter, strengthening, body fluids and tissues, it can be hot.
This can instigate blasts and harm tissue. Regardless of how RF radiation does not understand change-harming DNA in cells of ionizing radiation clears a path, there has been tension that a few signs of non-ionizing radiation can have general impacts that could perceive tumor in a few circumstances [5] . Hence, the IARC The vitality of the RF waves transmitted by remote towers is deficient to break the obligations of DNA particulate substances that are the manner by which solid signs that this radiation may bring about the ailment [7] .
A second issue needs to do with the wavelength. RF waves have longer wavelengths, which ought to be focused for around maybe a couple of crawls in size. This makes it suspicious that the vitality of RF waves may be thought adequate to influence individual cells in the body and the third is, paying little personality to the probability of RF waves were arranged by a few routines to affect the cells in the body at as far as possible, the level of the RF waves present at ground level is well underneath the least degree that is conceivable.
The levels of the vitality of the RF waves close cell towers are not novel done in connection with the levels of advancement ofRFradiation inurban territories from distinctive sources, i.e. Radio Station TV [8] . In the event of accommodation of RF utilization PDA mounts the risk of tumor, would be a concern. The presentation of mobile accumulates in the head near the headset, high respectable presentation is only for global and meningeal tissue closest to the surface of the head, parotid body and the vestibular bundle of the eighth cranial nerve neuromas arise where acoustic [7, 8] . Six studies have inspected the relationship between cell phone use and acoustic neuroma, with results that collide [8] .
All studies open are bound by both number of cases detected and a short catch up after the first hand once cells had the opportunity to be available. This study examines the long-term buyers, which is input to the • Determine its area in an image, (u, and v).
METHODOLOGY
• Map that area with recent images (x, y) = T{(u, v)}.
• Figure out recent images pixel data with previous representation image (x, y).
• Copy the input pixel significance to that recent picture pixel. which are detected by image processing and then we are applying auto co-relation to matching the images and region of segmentation. These images show how we can recognize the size of the tumor by using MATLAB.
We are working on these images which are based on tumors, now we are applying segment region for tumor with due to the usage of cell phone. These images basically represent the size of the tumor and need to calculate the size of the tumor with the help of MATLAB.
In this research work, we are focusing on the size of tumor and calculate the area of region from step to the last step until the growing sizes of tumor cell. There are some images of tumor, which shows the size and area of tumor, which are detected by image processing and then we are applying auto co-relation to matching the images and region of segmentation. These images show how we can recognize the size of the tumor by using MATLAB.
The following steps are implemented by these images, which are given below:
(i) Give MRI image of brain as input.
(ii) Convert it to gray scale image.
(iii) Apply high pass filter.
(iv) Apply median filter to enhance the quality of image.
(v) Threshold segmentation.
(vi) Region of segmentation (vii) Auto correlation (viii) Finally output will be a tumor region. Fig. 1 shows the original image of tumor which is apply the techniques through MATLAB programming and simulation process and also the graphical representation after the programming as you can see that the second image of tumor which is more prominent the area of tumor as compared to previous image. This is basically initial stage of tumor which is appearing in Fig. 1 . Fig. 2 shows the original image of tumor which is being collected by during the survey then we are applying the techniques through MATLAB programming and simulation process and the graphical representation also you can see that the image-2 shows the growing stage of tumor with also increasing size of tumor. Fig. 2 shows the area of size with enhance the quality of image. Fig. 3 shows the original image of the tumor which is being collected during the survey then we are apply the techniques through MATLAB programming and simulation process and the graphical representation also you can see that the image-2 shows the growing stage of tumor with also increasing size of tumor. Fig. 3 shows the area of size with enhance the quality of image. Fig. 4 shows the growing stage of the tumor which is enhanced the skull. It is also an example of previous image in Fig. 3 but the difference between the both images is initial and middle age of tumor which is appeared in Fig. 4 . and also calculates the area of size through the specific technique of MATLAB which is mentioned in Fig. 5 . Fig.   5 shows the growing condition of the tumor either it
FIG. 1. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE ORIGNAL AND SIMULATION PROCESS IN IMAGE-1 FIG. 2. IMPLEMENT THE TECHNIQUES THROGH MATLAB

FIG. 3. GROWING STAGE OF TUMOR
appears clearly but still spreads out over the whole skull rapidly. As you can see that the images of brain tumor, these images are already mentioned and located to the area of tumor with size after using MATLAB. We used some different techniques for these images and simulated the images then applied autocorrelation method. The reason behind the using of autocorrelation method is match the sample/images of original images and after applying the simulation process of images and also differentiate the images. These all images are belonging to GBMs tumor which is mostly created by the usage of mobile phone and also generate at the age of teenager. As we can easily differentiate our work to previous work due to the usage of multiple technique at the same time which is one of the success key point of this research work. As you can see that the given algorithm of detection of tumor size to
show the techniques applying in these images.
ALGORITHM FOR DETECTION OF SIZE AND AREA OF TUMOR
Step-1: Load Dicom Images I 1 (MRI)
Step-2: Get Image (MxN)
Step-3: Load Dicom Images I 2 (MRI)
Step-4: Get Image (MxN)
Step-5: Select ROI of I 1 & I 2
Step-6: Save MI 1 : = I 1 and MI 2: = I 2
Step-7: Applying FILTERS SHOW IMAGES CALCULATE the difference.
As we have worked on brain tumor due to the usage of cell phone, now, day by day the technology has become fast and grown rapidly. In this paper, we compared the previous technology work and our work which is mentioned in the paper as you can see that my research paper is based on MATLAB programming, simulation, image processing, region of interface, area of region and autocorrelation. All of these technologies cannot be used at the same time and our paper motivation is the detection of a tumor which is created by a cell phone. So, we applied multiple techniques in this paper at the same time as compared to previous technology all techniques are not used at the same time and this is one of the key points of this research work.
LIMITATIONS
In the end I don't feel small to pin point certain restrictions and limitations. Due to the lack of time, and limited survey samples could be taken from cancer society and different hospital surveys. This research is a hospital based survey and struggles to collect the data after utilizing a possible effort.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Cell phones use electromagnetic radiation in the microwave range. Other computerized wireless systems, for example,information, correspondence systems, produces comparable radiation. For the most part the issue of cell phone use, brain tissues on the same side of the head as the cell phone, radio wire metabolized more glucose than did tissues on the opposite side of the brain.
In this research paper we focus on the causes of brain 
CONCLUSION
The 
